
I. INTRODUCTION

The established electrical grids of most countries are rela-

tively static in design. Power is generated at a few centralized

points and distributed outward to the consumer via a large

network of cables. Companies that generate and distribute

electricity receive feedback from the customer once a month

via a meter reading, or in emergencies via customer support

calls. Such an infrastructure can be inefficient and slow to

respond to problems because of a lack of data.

Increasingly there has been a push to provide a more re-

sponsive infrastructure for power distribution, the Smart Grid.

In the new environment, electricity usage data are monitored

in near real time by Smart Meters installed in homes, and

transmitted to electricity suppliers so they can make faster

decisions about generation, repairs, and maintenance. With this

increased data collection comes increased privacy concerns.

Research like [1] and [2] has shown that sensitive data like

the number of people in a home or the channel being watched

on TV can be revealed by electricity usage data collected at

a sufficiently high frequency. In the US, NIST has explicitly

recognized privacy as an area of concern with the increase of

data collection inherent in smart grid deployment, and has laid

out recommendations for privacy protection in [3]. However,

these recommendations are nontechnical and would not protect

against an attacker that is not bound by organizational policy.

This paper acts as a complement to other work that has

applied principles of privacy-enabled design to the problem of

smart metering. We address limitations in the solution of [4],

analyzing the effectiveness of passive and active timing attacks

against the protocol presented there. Further, we present a

framework for designing systems with better defensive prop-

erties using the formalism of cryptographic mixes, whose

properties have already been studied in the literature.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents a

selection of prior work in the areas of smart grid privacy,

anonymity, and mix networks. Section III outlines our chosen

environment and the behavior of the attacker against which

we will try to defend. Section IV presents the criteria we will

use to evaluate potential solutions to the problem, and Section

V describes and evaluates the solutions themselves. Finally,

Section VI presents our conclusions from the analysis and

describes areas for future work.

II. BACKGROUND

A variety of techniques for protecting consumer privacy in

the smart grid have been proposed. Some researchers have

chosen to preserve privacy by altering the data sent back

to the utility. For example, [5] changes real-world electricity

usage by using a battery to smooth out power draw, erasing

the peaks that can be used to distinguish particular types of

usage. Several authors [6], [7] have proposed group protocols

to create data streams that are individually inaccurate but

meaningful when aggregated. These techniques ensure that

no individual user’s data can be tracked, but also reduce

the usefulness of the data provided to the electricity supplier

because only aggregate results are available rather than per-

household metrics.

In order to allow fine-grained per-household data to be

provided without compromising the privacy of the residents,

work such as [4] and [8] has proposed the use of a pseudonym

for transmitting high-frequency metering data. This allows

the data to be sent to the electricity supplier unmodified,
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but unassociated with any particular customer identity. The

architecture of [4] will be discussed in more detail in Section

III-A. Although the use of pseudonyms does provide an

attractive option for privacy-enabled smart metering, it is not

without issues even when implemented well; [9] shows that

attacks are possible that use only the consumption data to

reduce the privacy granted by a pseudonym.

For any system that attempts to preserve the anonymity of its

users, an important question is how to quantify the anonymity

provided. Several different metrics have been proposed for this

purpose. The most basic is the “anonymity set,” the number

of different parties who could be the sender of a particular

message. This metric is straightforward to understand, but

limited in situations where some senders are more likely than

others. If one sender is significantly more likely than all

others, the system provides less anonymity, but the size of the

anonymity set is the same. Several metrics have been proposed

to take these relative probabilities into account. Among the

most widely-used are the “effective size” of an anonymity

probability distribution presented in [10] and the “degree of

anonymity” presented in [11]. These very similar metrics

both interpret sender anonymity as entropy in the probability

distribution of senders for a message. As an alternative, the

authors of [12] contrast these “global” metrics with a proposed

“local” anonymity metric that focuses on the anonymity that

each party achieves within the system rather than the quality

of anonymity in the system as a whole.

This paper presents a framework for anonymity-preserving

authentication protocols for the smart grid based on the idea

of a cryptographic mix, as introduced by Chaum [13]. A mix

is a system that accepts messages as input, transforms them

so as to be unrecognizable, then releases them in a random

order. This prevents an attacker with knowledge of the inputs

and outputs from associating a particular input message with a

particular output message. The anonymity and delay properties

of various types of mixes have been studied [14], giving results

that can be used to formalize the anonymity provided by the

protocol. Later work such as [15] and [16] showed that the

mixes previously analyzed are just examples of a larger, more

general design space. By altering the probability distributions

that govern the number of messages emitted each time it

fires, a mix can be modified to have desirable properties of

anonyimity and delay.

III. S

A. Architecture

The architecture considered will be similar to that intro-

duced in [4]. Smart meters transmit two types of data to

the utility: usage data for billing, which are sent at a low

frequency (say every month), and data used by the grid

operator for maintenance, which are sent at a high frequency

(such as every few minutes). Each smart meter has two built-

in identifiers, called the HFID (High-Frequency Identifier) and

LFID (Low Frequency Identifier), that it uses to identify itself

when sending these two types of data.

Since the low-frequency data are used for billing, the

LFID must be associated with personally-identifiable customer

information like a name and address. The HFID, on the other

hand, must be validated as belonging to a real customer, but

must not be associated with that customer’s identity. This is

achieved using an escrow service that operates autonomously

from the utility. The pairs of LFID, HFID are provided to the

escrow service by meter manufacturers, so that when a meter

is brought online it can make a request using its LFID and

receive a cryptographic certification from the escrow service

that its HFID belongs to a valid meter. This certification is then

used when trasmitting data to demonstrate its authenticity. This

architecture is shown in Figure 1. At a high level, the protocol

is as follows:

1) Customer transmits personal information and LFID to

utility.

2) Utility grants authorization to LFID.

3) Smart meter transmits authorization, LFID, HFID to

escrow service.

4) Escrow service sends authorization for HFID to utility,

if it is correctly paired with LFID.

5) Smart meter uses HFID to transmit anonymized high-

frequency data to utility.

The architecture described in [4] has been simplified by merg-

ing the roles of the utility, data concentrator, and distribution

substation, as their separation grants no additional privacy.

B. Threat Model

It is important to note that steps 2 and 4 are subject to a

timing attack by the utility. If all steps proceed as quickly

as possible, the utility will receive the HFID authorization

shortly after it provides the LFID authorization to the HFID.

Since it already knows the identity of the customer with a

particular LFID, it would then be able to associate the HFID

with that customer as well. It is this type of association attack

Figure 1. Simplified diagram of authorization flow
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that we aim to prevent by randomizing the order that HFID

authorizations reach the utility. We will provide a formal

analysis of the technique proposed by [4], making smart

meters add a random delay to step 3. We will also propose a

design that moves the randomization into the escrow service

in step 4. When the escrow service plays an active part in

maintaining customers’ anonymity by randomizing the output

order, we will refer to it as the anonymizer.

An attacker operating within the utility’s systems has several

strategies available to it to help in its effort to associate HFID

with LFID:

• Passive timing analysis

• Actively delaying LFID authorizations

• Actively creating false LFID authorizations, which will

be processed like real ones by the escrow service but

can be recognized by the attacker when the response is

released

Although the attacker can use active techniques to reduce

a user’s anonymity, these attacks have some cost as well.

Delaying of authorization is costly because an unauthorized

meter can not transmit data, and the data are valuable to the

utility for billing and grid maintenance purposes. Inserting of

false authorizations is even more expensive because it can only

be effective if the submitted LFID, HFID pairs are recognized

by the escrow service. This could even mean the attacker

would need to purchase actual smart meters and connect them

to the network in order to mount this attack.

In addition to expense, these active attacks could only be

carried out by a sophisticated adversary with the ability to

control the systems used for meter authorization, and modify

their operation for an extended period of time. This would

be difficult even for an internal actor, and likely beyond the

reach of an attacker external to the utility. A passive attack is

much more likely because it only requires access to already-

collected data. Such data could be stolen by an employee of the

utility, or an external attacker, without requiring such advanced

capabilities.

C. Temporary IDs

One disadvantage to the architecture described above is that

the identifiers come pre-programmed into the smart meter,

rendering the meter useless in case an attacker identifies the

owner of a particular HFID. A preferable architecture would

be one in which the HFID can be periodically re-set.

The techniques described in the following sections are

also effective in a system where the HFID is not assigned

in advance, but instead generated by the escrow service.

This way, a compromised meter can be re-used simply by

reauthorizing the LFID and generating a new HFID, and even

if there is no compromise HFIDs can be rotated periodically

to increase the size of the anonymity set.

The details of authentication in such a system will be left

for future work. For now it is sufficient to note that, although

the role of the escrow service has changed, the need for

randomization of the output order is still present, otherwise

the attacker could easily correlate between a just-authorized

LFID and a new HFID that begins sending right after it.

IV. E

A. Anonymity

Anonymity is the goal that represents the needs of the

customer. For their privacy, customers would prefer that their

data be indistiguishable from the data of other customers, and

the more confusion about the source of a data stream the better.

As discussed in section II, a number of metrics have

been proposed to quantify this confusion. In this paper we

will use the source hiding property of [12] to evaluate the

anonymity provided by the analyzed systems. Although the

information-theoretic metrics ([10], [11]) are widely used, the

local aspect of the source hiding metric better reflects the

individual consumer’s desire for anonymity. In certain cases, a

system could score well on the information-theoretic metrics,

but still expose one sender as having a much larger probability

than all others, allowing the attacker to guess the association

with a high level of accuracy. A system that is source-hiding

avoids this type of “guessing attack” by placing a limit on the

probability of the senders, and therefore on the accuracy of

the guess.

More formally, let Ψ be the set of information about

the system visible to the attacker, such as the number of

messages entering and leaving the mix at each round since

the attacker began recording. The attacker attempts to analyze

this information to make an accurate guess about the sender

of a message. Model his analysis technique as a function

P (Ψ, s, β) that outputs the probability that identity s is the

sender of message β, based on the available data Ψ. The

attacker applies this function to all the possible senders s for a

given message β, to determine which sender is most likely to

be the real sender of the message. A system is source-hiding

with parameter Θ if

∀ Ψ, β, s : P (Ψ, s, β) < Θ

That is, no matter what has happened in the system (in-

cluding active manipulations by the attacker), the attacker can

never assign a probability greater than Θ to any possible sender

of a given message. So, no matter which sender he selects as

his guess, the probability of the guess being correct will be

less than Θ.

B. Delay

Delay is the goal that represents the needs of the utility. In

order to operate the grid and bill customers, the utility requires

data. If the system holds onto smart meter registrations for too

long, preventing the meters from entering service, this prevents

the utility from getting the data it needs. The results of this

(for example, decreased energy efficiency or slower response

to incidents) are potentially costly but difficult to quantify.

VALUATION CRITERIA
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V. RESULTS:

A. Random delay

In [4], meters introduce a random delay of a few days or

weeks between receiving LFID authorization and submitting

it to the escrow service for HFID authorization. Let us define

D(t) as the cumulative distribution function of the probability

distribution of this delay. That is, D(t) = P (delay ≤ t). If

the support of this distribution has an upper bound (D(t ≥
Tmax) = 1) we will call it bounded; otherwise it is unbounded.

1) Passive attack resistance: With a passive attacker, the

anonymity provided by this scheme depends on the flow of

new authentiation requests into the system. Thus the system

is not source-hiding, because an unlucky sequence of request

times combined with an unlucky selection of random delays

can result in the identity of a meter being completely revealed.

That is, for any sequence of delay times selected from the

distribution, there exists a sequence of arrival times such that

one of the requests arrives and is released entirely during a

period when all previous delays have expired and no newer

requests have arrived.

2) Active attack resistance: When the attacker can delay

messages, the situation gets even worse, because he can now

actively push the system towards the situation described in the

previous section. However, his likelihood of success depends

on the distribution.

If the delay distribution is bounded, this attack is highly

effective. The attacker delays all requests for Tmax seconds,

then submits a single request, and then delays all requests for

another period of Tmax seconds. By the time the single request

occurs, all of the previously-authorized meters will already

have finished their delays and begun transmitting. Then, at

some time during the next Tmax seconds, the requesting meter

will begin transmitting as well. Since it is the only meter that

could have begun during that period, its identity is not hidden

from the attacker. Using the terminology in [14], this is an

exact, certain attack.

An unbounded delay distribution performs better; the attack

is now uncertain because the attacker may have to delay

messages for an arbitrarily long time to wait for authorizations

to go through. On the other hand, the unbounded distribution

also means the system has no maximum delay. A request could

be delayed for an arbitrarily long time, even when no attack

is taking place.

Note that the active attacker in this case only needs the

ability to delay messages. He does not need to forge any

messages, nor would he gain any benefit from doing so, as

all delays are determined independently by the meters.

B. Mix-based implementation

In this section we discuss a design for implementing an

anonymizing escrow service using a mix. In the context of

the anonymizer, the incoming messages are authentication

requests from the smart meter, authorized by the utility. The

outgoing messages are HFID authorizations from the escrow

service. Upon release of the authorization, the associated smart

meter will begin transmitting data to the utility under its HFID.

We focus on a mix whose firing algorithm has two parame-

ters: T , the period and nmin, the threshold. As the anonymizer

authorizes or generates HFIDs for meters, they are entered into

a pool. Every T seconds, the mix checks Np, the number of

entries in the pool. If Np ≥ nmin, the mix fires as follows. An

integer Ns is chosen from [0, Np] with uniform distribution.

This determines the number of HFIDs that will be released

this round. Those HFIDs are chosen uniformly from all those

in the pool.

1) Passive attack resistance: No HFID will be released

unless at least nmin possibilities are in the pool. This strictly

limits the effectiveness of a passive attacker. Even if the

attacker is completely sure that a given customer is in the

pool (for instance, that customer’s LFID was authorized since

the last release cycle), any HFID that is released from the pool

must be one of at least nmin entries. The maximum probability

that the attacker could assign to any customer as the owner of

that HFID is therefore 1
nmin

. Thus the system is source-hiding

with parameter 1
nmin

.

2) Active attack resistance: An active attacker is more

effective at damaging the anonymity of the system, but the

mix adds significant additional cost to this process. We will

consider an active attack consisting of the following steps

(other attacks are possible and can be analyzed similarly):

1) Attempt to remove all real messages from the pool: delay

real messages and insert false messages until probability

that all real messages have been cleared exceeds Ptarget .

2) Submit 1 real message into the mix.

3) Delay real messages and insert false messages until

a message is released that doesn’t match any false

message.

If step 1 succeeds, the released message definitely corresponds

to the one submitted in step 2. Thus the probability of revealing

a message with this technique is at least Ptarget . With greater

expenditure of time and false messages, the attacker can make

Ptarget arbitrarily close to 1. So, the system is not source-

hiding against such an attacker. It should be noted, however,

that this is an extraordinarily powerful attacker, who is able to

delay and modify communications out of the utility for what

could be an arbitrary length of time.

3) Delay: There is no maximum to the delay that may be

applied to an element in the pool. If the pool contains fewer

than nmin entries, or the random selection of Ns comes up 0,

there may be a round with no entries released at all, and even

if some are released a particular one could stay in the pool for

an arbitrary length of time. However, it is unlikely to do so,

and we can compute the probability of it being released each

round as follows.

Each round, the value of Ns is chosen uniformly from the

number of items in the pool, so each value in [0, Np(t)] is

equally likely, with probability

PNs
(t) =

1

Np(t) + 1

IMPLEMENTATIONS

PERFORMANCE OF SAMPLE ANONYMIZER
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The probability that the single real entry in the pool is selected

in each round is

Psel(t) =

Np(t)∑
Ns=0

(
PNs

(t)
Ns

Np

)

= PNs
(t)

1

Np(t)

Np(t)∑
Ns=0

Ns

=
1

(Np(t))(Np(t) + 1)

(Np(t))(Np(t) + 1)

2

=
1

2

This probability remains constant regardless of the input to

the mix (except of course if the pool size drops below

nmin, in which case Psel = 0). Since the probability that

a particular authorization will be released each round is 1
2 , the

expected number of rounds until that authorization is released

is 1

( 1
2 )

= 2. So, although the delay of a message is theoretically

unbounded, most messages will be delayed only a few rounds.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The privacy concerns of smart metering are substantial,

and existing solutions that use pseudonyms do not do enough

to quantify and mitigate the impact of timing-based attacks.

This paper analyzes one suggested solution, that of adding

random delays during authentication, and proposes a means

for implementing new solutions using a mix. The following

summarizes the results of comparing random delays to the

specific mix-based solution presented here, though other mixes

would have different properties:

• Passive attack resistance: Random delays are not source-

hiding, while the mix is source-hiding with parameter
1

nmin
.

• Active attack resistance: Neither system is source-hiding,

but the attack against the mix requires an attacker that can

insert messages, while delaying messages is sufficient to

attack the random delays.

• Delay (no attack): For random delays the expected

and maximum delay depends on the distribution. If the

distribution is unbounded there is no maximum delay.

Similarly, with the mix there is no maximum delay, but

the expected delay is 2 rounds.

Thus, the mix implementation improves the resistance to

passive attacks, though an active attacker with unlimited

resources can still overcome the defenses provided by this

system. There is reason to believe that an attacker with limited

time to mount an active attack on each meter would face limits

on the effectiveness of his attack, since uncertainty about the

number of messages in the mix would lead to uncertainty about

whether the HFID returned by the attack matches the sender

being attacked. However, a full analysis of this new threat

model will be left for future work.

Beyond the performance of this specific mix, this paper

provides a design that is adaptable to different situations

by using a mix with appropriate properties for the desired

scenario. This would be achieved by altering the distribution

from which Ns is sampled. A mix could be made to favor

greater anonymity by skewing in the direction of small Ns

values, or lower delay by tending to make Ns larger. Exploring

this design space to find mixes with desirable properties is one

avenue of future work. Other future work will include detailing

a protocol that allows HFIDs to be regenerated periodically

and investigating the impact of reauthorization on anonymity.
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